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Editorial 
For an individual, being twenty years old 
means that most of life is still ahead, full 
of dreams and plans. For an organization, 
being twenty years old and still viable is a 
major accomplishment, a kind of middle 
age perhaps, which triggers reflection and 
reassessment. The Elizabeth Bishop 
Society of Nova Scotia has reached this 
milestone. The special anniversary insert 
in this newsletter offers some thoughts on 
what the society has achieved, so that it 
can look to the future with a sense of pride 
and renewed focus. !
We lost good friends during these past 
decades (Alan Bray, Phyllis Sutherland, 
Bud Bowers and Robert Layton, for 
example), but some of our founding 
members are still actively involved, and 
new people continue to join. The society 
is deeply grateful to everyone who has 
participated on the board, volunteered for 
events and projects, and supported it 
through general membership. !
One truly heartening trend is the 
participation of the next generation, signs 
of which can be seen in this newsletter. 
The young people mentioned in this issue 
represent many more who have been 
involved in several recent projects: the 
EB100 writing competition, which 
resulted in Echoes of Elizabeth Bishop; 
the “Images of My Village” website and 
the permanent banner competition. The 
society is pleased with this growing 
interest and involvement by young people, 
who will help to keep alive the knowledge 
and value of Elizabeth Bishop’s life and 
art and her enduring connection to Nova 
Scotia. !
The society has its own dreams and plans 

East Coast Music Award 
 Suzie LeBlanc’s  album 
“ I am in need of music “   
has won an East Coast 
Music Award !                     
Page 2

Remembering Robert Layton:  
November 19, 1928 - February 24, 2014 
by Patti Sharpe

My memories of Robert Layton are part of my experience of growing up in Great 
Village. When I was a child, he was the man at the store who dispensed small 
paper bags for carefully selected candies paid for with warm, sticky coins and 
who wrapped containers of ice cream in newspaper tied with string from a spool 
suspended above the counter at Layton's General Store.   He was the fireman in 
the carpenter's apron at the annual fireman's auction who delivered to your seat 
the item upon which you had successfully bid.  He was the pourer of tea and 
coffee at endless church suppers.   When I reached adulthood, he was a fellow 
choir member,  cemetery trustee and friend. He was husband to Meredith, father 
to Jeff and grandfather to Bennett and Calder.  He will always be an example of 
the Great Village I have known - quiet, simple and unassuming.   

Robert passed away on February 24, 2014 at the age of 85.  Although his health 
had been failing, his sudden death came as a surprise.  Robert was widely known 
by people along the West Colchester shore because of the years he and Meredith 
had spent at the helm of his grandfather's store. Following retirement, he and 
Meredith continued their active involvement in all aspects of community life and 
travelled regularly to Massachusetts to spend time with Jeff, Sarah and their boys.  
His 68 years as a member of the local fire brigade is unprecedented and firemen 
from across the province attended at his funeral to honour his dedicated service.  
Robert's was a life well lived, in a community he loved.   He will be missed. 
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and intends to remain active for the foreseeable future. But before we start the next 
project, we are going to celebrate! Come join us for an anniversary party on 
Saturday, 14 June 2014, at 1:30 p.m., at the Great Village Legion, part of the 
EBSNS AGM. !
Heartfelt thanks to one and all for the enthusiastic interest, active 
engagement and steady support that has kept us going for two decades!
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Ryan Spencer Off To Washington 
!
Ryan Spencer, who was recognized for his writing, entitled “A Letter To 
Elizabeth Bishop”, during the “In The Village” centenary writing 
competition in 2011, has received another award. He won The Chronicle 
Herald Nova Scotia Spelling Bee on 22 February 2014. He not only won a 
$5000.00 education bursary but also represented the province at the 
Scripps National Spelling Bee in Washington, DC, U.S.A.,  this past May. 
Well, done, Ryan!

Grade Four student Anneke Stroink presented her Heritage Project about 
Elizabeth Bishop at the LeMarchant St. Thomas School in Halifax on 25 
April 2014. Her project placed third, which meant that it advanced to the 
regional presentations on 8 May. Anneke's project won first prize at this 
level and she has advanced to provincials, which will take place at Saint 
Mary's University in Halifax. Anneke portrayed Elizabeth Bishop in two 
short films by John Scott (Magpie Productions). Both films were based 
on Bishop poems: "First Death in Nova Scotia" and "In the Waiting 
Room," and were screened at the Atlantic Film Festival in 2011 and 2013 
respectively.  Congratulations, Anneke ! 

Anneke Stroink Has A Keen Interest in Elizabeth Bishop

The Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia is THRILLED to announce that 
"I am in need of music,” the Elizabeth Bishop legacy recording spearheaded 
by our own renowned soprano Suzie LeBlanc, has won the East Coast Music 
Award for best classical album. CONGRATULATIONS Suzie, and all the 
wonderful composers, musicians, technicians and Centrediscs who made this 
amazing music a reality. Thank you to all the donors who contributed to the 
crowdfunding campaign. Thank you to the Canada Council for the Arts for its 
generous funding. And ESPECIALLY, thank you to Suzie LeBlanc for her 
unwavering commitment to this project, her dedication and contribution. 

East Coast Music Award    
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The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Bishop  
Edited by Angus Cleghorn and Jonathan Ellis 
Cambridge University Press, 216 pages.  !
Review by Evelyn C. White  !
  
New and long-time admirers of the Pulitzer Prize-winning author who proudly proclaimed herself “three fourths Canadian 
and one fourth New Englander” will rejoice in the release of The Cambridge Companion to Elizabeth Bishop. 
   The engaging volume features a wide range of essays that explore the life and literature of the Massachusetts born writer 
who was indelibly shaped by her family roots in Nova Scotia and long sojourn in Brazil with her lover, Lota de Macedo 

Soares.     
    In “Bishop, History, and Politics,” University of California, Riverside English professor Steven Gould Axelrod examines the “understated” 
complexity of Bishop’s writing and personal liaisons. He notes her friendship (albeit brief) with Beauford Delaney (1901-1979). Bishop met the 
Black, gay Harlem Renaissance era painter when they were both residents at the Yaddo artists’ colony in Saratoga Springs, New York. Delaney 
would die, the same year, as did Bishop, in a mental hospital in Paris.         
    In 1951, an art critic offered observations about Delaney that speak volumes about the qualities that likely drew Bishop to the artist (and vice 
versa).  
   The critic wrote: “[His] paintings seem to say, ‘I may be suffering, but what an experience this is.’ ... Though Beauford was often depressed, he 
could say yes to life in spite of the fact that life was kicking him in the ass.” 
   In a provocative close to the piece, Axelrod ventures that Bishop outed herself, intentionally, through the use of the final word, “gay!” in 
“Sonnet.”  Generally taken as Bishop’s last poem, “Sonnet” was published in The New Yorker (October 29, 1979), three weeks after the author’s 
sudden death.   
   Axelrod writes: “[Gay] is an old word for Bishop, one she used so many times before, but it is new here, with its multiple valences of 
happiness and homosexuality clearer than ever before.”   
   At a time when the practice of letter writing is in dramatic decline (note To The Letter: A Celebration of The Lost Art of Letter-Writing by 
Simon Garfield), Siobhan Phillips presents a mesmerizing essay in “Bishop’s Correspondence.”  
   The Dickinson College English professor details the writer’s near-obsession with the collected letters of figures such as Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, Charles Darwin, Henry James, Flannery O’Connor, Anne Sexton, and Horace Walpole.  In doing so, Phillips underscores the respect 
with which Bishop held the epistolary tradition and embraced it as a vital component of her creative process.   
     She writes: “Bishop’s interest in epistolarity helps to demonstrate the still-underappreciated breadth of her reading, as she ranges across 
categories of time, style, and type of writer in her admiration for the genre of correspondence.” 
      Phillips also suggests that for Bishop, the writing and receipt of letters served as a stabilizing counter to the emotional anguish the author 
suffered (early and often) in her life.  “Togetherness was particularly important to Bishop, since she endured the loss of many people close to her 
and often felt the lack of any permanent home,” Phillips writes. “Bishop’s focus on correspondence supports a critical emphasis on her 
orphaned, outsider status.”  
     As editors Angus Cleghorn and Jonathan Ellis aptly note in their introduction to The Cambridge Companion, independent scholar Sandra 
Barry delivers a landmark discussion of the relationship between Bishop and her mother, Gertrude May Bulmer, who was admitted to a 
psychiatric hospital when the future writer was age five.  
     Indeed, Barry’s “In The Village: Bishop and Nova Scotia” stands – in its craft, compassion and intelligence -- with Alice Walker’s 1983 essay 
“In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens,” as an exquisite exploration of the gifts that mothers  (victorious or vanquished) can bequeath to their 
daughters.   
    In a deft weaving of Bishop’s ancestry (her father died when she was eight months old), and rigorous analysis of her Nova Scotia-inspired 
work, Barry observes: “The most important influence … during the first decade of [Bishop’s] life is the one least acknowledged … that is, her 
mother. … If it was only a matter of ignoring Gertrude, that would be unfortunate; but when she is mentioned at all, it is generally to dismiss her 
as an insane, absent woman who played no active (certainly no positive) role in her daughter’s life, let alone her art.”  
    Through the skilful execution of her arguments, Barry goes on to refute the expert scholars (emphasis mine) who’ve disregarded the myriad 
ways in which the grief-stricken soul that was Bulmer shadows (and shines) as a powerful force in the real and imagined world of Bishop.  
      As such, the piece highlights the need for a thorough examination of the factors that prompted Bulmer’s 1916 admission to the Mount Hope 
Asylum for the Insane (now the Nova Scotia Hospital in Dartmouth, or NSH) where she’d die, in 1934, without ever seeing her daughter (and 
only child) again.  
     Barry writes: “It must be remembered that no one could foresee that [Gertrude] would remain [in hospital] for the rest of her life. … The 
family hoped for her return for years. … [Bishop’s] efforts to understand what happened to Gertrude and herself, and to come to terms with its 
impact was lifelong. … Bishop learned about ebb and flow, now and then, sound and silence from her mother. … Their relationship was 
complex, fraught, contradictory, and mysterious; it cannot be reduced to a vague speculation or reductive conclusion.”   
     Recent revelations about the forced institutionalization of residents at the NSH (see the April 2014 newsletter, Canadian Mental Health 
Association – Kings County Branch) emphasize the importance of research on patient care at the facility, first opened in 1858.         
    The Cambridge Companion also includes (among other pieces) reflections on Bishop’s romance with Lota (“Home, Wherever That May Be: 
Poems and Prose of Brazil”) and her abiding appreciation of art (“Bishop and Visual Art”). 
    In “Bishop’s Posthumous Publications,” literary critic Lorrie Goldensohn offers insights on the author’s struggles with alcohol. “She tried out 
the topic of drunkenness in a variety of poems, sometimes in glancing allusion and sometimes head on – with mixed success,” Goldensohn 
notes.  
     The absorbing collection joins the acclaimed CD I am in need of music: Songs on Poems by Elizabeth Bishop and the film Reaching for the 
Moon (both released in 2013) as recent contributions to the ongoing study of the writer. 
   And it’s not been lost on me that The Cambridge Companion cover design features a photo of Bishop (set against the backdrop of one of her 
paintings) in which she sits, twinkly-eyed, on the steps of the Square Roof brothel in Key West, Florida.  

Halifax resident Evelyn C. White is the author of Alice Walker: A Life (WW Norton, 2004).

S E Q U O I A  C L U B
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All Things Elizabeth Bishop

Echoes of Elizabeth Bishop is available primarily through the EBSNS. 
You can order online (PayPal) on the Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova 
Scotia website: www.elizabethbishopns.org. 
ISBN 978-0-9881083-0-1 
$15.00, plus $5.00 postage/handling Canada and $10.00 postage/handling 
U.S./International 
Also available locally at The Masstown Market, Masstown, N.S., and 
Great Village Antiques, Great Village, N.S., Canada

New settings of Elizabeth Bishop poems, created for her one hundredth birthday 
by a stellar band of Canadian composers!  

CD purchase: CentreDisc, ArkivMusic 
                  mp3 album: Amazon 

                                            iTunes

“I am in need of music” - now available

Elizabeth Bishop House For Sale 
We want to let the EB House family/community know this 
information first and hope that this network will help us 
spread the word. Our intention is to take our time and be as 
thoughtful and careful as possible. The owners are deeply 
grateful for all the support we have received over the years 
from so many people. It is hard to believe almost ten years 
have passed since we bought the house. It has been an 
amazing decade, but it is time for the house to enter a new 
chapter. 
 You can view the presentation about the house by following 
this link: http://www.joomag.com/magazine/the-elizabeth-
bishop-house/0941634001395937288  
!
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It hardly seems possible that the Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia is 20 years old. In April 1994, the 
society signed its incorporation papers as a registered charity and it has actively sustained its commitment and 
energy ever since, engaging in a wide range of projects and events. !
The incorporation papers declare the “object” of the society as: 1. “To promote and support the gathering, 
compilation, preservation and study of written, printed and photographed documentation and other memorabilia 
related to the life and works of the poet Elizabeth Bishop in, but not limited to Nova Scotia”; and 2. “To broaden 
awareness of the historical relationship of Elizabeth Bishop to Great Village, and the acceptance of that 
relationship as part of Nova Scotia heritage.” It is fair to say that the EBSNS has lived up to these aims and 
intentions. !
One of the earliest supporters of the idea of an EBSNS was John MacEachern, the then Minister of Education and 
Culture, who urged the community to come together with Bishop scholars and create a society. The initial 
signatories of the society were Sandra Barry, Alan Bray, Arthur Chisholm, Meredith Layton, Peter Sanger and 
Terry White. The first honorary patron of the society was Phyllis Sutherland, Bishop’s first cousin, who lived in 
Balfron, N.S. The society has sustained an average membership of 120. The Board’s full complement is 15 
members. The average board size for the past twenty years has been around 13. !
While membership in the society is international, all agreed that the primary geographical location for the society 
was Great Village, Bishop’s childhood home. Great Village had already honoured Bishop in 1992, when a 
memorial plaque was placed on St. James United Church. At that time, residents in the village and Nova Scotia 
Bishop scholars mounted an exhibition of archival material related to Bishop’s maternal family, which was 
displayed in the church during a day-long celebration, which hosted a number of speakers and a grand 
community supper. This kind of event, which involved the community and welcomed visitors from all over the 
world, became characteristic of EBSNS activities. 

Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia 
– A 20 year reflection

S E Q U O I A  C L U B
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The first major event that the EBSNS itself hosted was the “Elizabeth Bishop Memorial Lecture” by American 
Bishop scholar Thomas Travisano in 1995. An elegant booklet of this lecture, “Expulsion from Paradise”, was 
the first major publication by the society, edited by Peter Sanger and printed by Thaddeous Holownia. The 
EBSNS began immediately to publish a bi-annual newsletter, which appeared steadily throughout the 1990s 
and into the early 2000s. Today, the newsletter appears annually at the time of the Annual General Meeting, 
which is held in June of each year. The newsletter has had several editors over the years, including Peter 
Sanger, Brian Bartlett, Sandra Barry and Laurie Gunn. 
!
One of the biggest early projects was the cataloguing and preserving of the large collection of archival material 
related to Elizabeth Bishop and her maternal family, owned by Phyllis Sutherland. With funding from the 
Department of Education and Culture, in 1996 the EBSNS published Elizabeth Bishop: An Archival Guide to 
Her Life in Nova Scotia, by Sandra Barry (in partnership with Lancelot Press in Hantsport, N.S.). The EBSNS 
also contributed funds for the purchase of this collection, bought by the Province of Nova Scotia in 1997 and 
deposited at Acadia University Archives, Wolfville, N.S. The EBSNS and Acadia University Archives have had 
an active partnership since. In the summer of 1997, the EBSNS supported Paul Tingley, the owner of the 
Elizabeth Bishop House, in his effort to have Bishop’s childhood home designated a Provincial Heritage 
Property. This designation happened simultaneously with the same for the Great Village School. Again, another 
day-long celebration took place in the village to mark this important occasion. 

In 1998, Acadia hosted an international symposium about Bishop, “Divisions of the Heart: Elizabeth Bishop 
and the Art of Memory and Place,” which exhibited some of this newly acquired material. Scholars from 
England, Israel, the United States and across Canada attended, and Donna Smyth’s play about Bishop, Running 
To Paradise, premiered. The proceedings of the symposium, Divisions of the Heart: Elizabeth Bishop and the 
Art of Memory and Place edited by Sandra Barry, Gwen Davies and Peter Sanger, were published in 2001 by 
Gaspereau Press. The society was involved in this publishing project and the book remains in print today. In 
2005, Acadia University Archives digitized the Bishop material, thus making it available to a global audience. 
2005 also saw the society publish Elizabeth Bishop’s Great Village: A Self-Guided Tour, compiled by Sandra 
Barry and designed by Scott Dickson, in partnership with Gaspereau Press.  This booklet also remains in print. 
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ELIZABETH BISHOP CENTENARY
ARTS FESTIVAL PRESENTS

THREE AMAZING CONCERTS 

Lenore Zann and Rosalee Peppard
Friday, August 19th, 7:30 pm 

Lenore Zann will present a dramatic reading from a play 
by playwright Donna Smyth,”Running to Paradise”  

Nova Scotia Singer, songwriter Rosalee Peppard will sing from 
her own repertoire and a new composition written in honour of this 
special Elizabeth Bishop Arts Festival event.

     Rankin,  Church and Crowe
Saturday, August 20th, 7:30 pm 

Friends and colleagues Raylene Rankin, Cindy 
Church, and Susan Crowe, all award winning 
recording artists, bring their varied musical 
signatures to the stage in a mix of elegance and 
accessibility. Folk, country, jazz, contemporary 
singer-songwriter make for richly textured 
harmonies.            Tickets $25.00

Musique Royale and Suzie Leblanc
Sunday, August 21st, 7:30 pm

This special program features soprano Suzie LeBlanc, David 
Greenberg and Tempest Baroque Ensemble, and Nova Scotia 
poet and author Harry Thurston. A selection of pieces will be 
sung and played in between and during the reading of Elizabeth 
Bishop’s poem ‘At the Fishhouses’. Suzie Leblanc

All events take place at St. James United Church, Gt. Village, N.S.
Purchase tickets at Masstown Market (Gift Ware Dept.), MacQuarries Pharmasave,Esplanade, Truro

or online www.elizabethbishopns.org

                 Save $15.00 and buy all three tickets for $45.00 

Tickets $15.00

Tickets $20.00

Another major project initiated by the EBSNS was the design and construction of a pergola in Great Village, on 
which were placed eight large panels about Bishop and the history of Great Village. The pergola was designed 
by board member and architect, Ann Marie Duggan, and the panels were designed by graphic designer Arthur 
Carter. This project was carried out in partnership with the Great Village Historical Society. Funding for this 
project came from the provincial government, corporate sponsors and individual donors. Wilsons Fuel provided 
the land for this structure in the heart of Great Village. The unveiling of the pergola took place in June 2007 in 
the midst of another community-wide celebration. 

Having gained so much experience organizing events and activities, and fund-raising for projects, the EBSNS 
took on its most ambitious endeavour: organizing and fund-raising for the Elizabeth Bishop Centenary (EB100) 
in 2011. Two years of active planning resulted in a year-long celebration of Bishop’s 100th birthday, which 
included events and activities presented by a wide-range of Nova Scotia artists and arts groups. The EBSNS 
sponsored a writing competition, curated an art exhibit and hosted a three-day arts festival in Great Village. The 
EBSNS EB 100 committee was headed by Joy Laking and Laurie Gunn. The festival drew hundreds of people 
to the village for workshops, readings, community suppers, concerts, re-enactments, a boat race, and much 
celebration of Elizabeth Bishop. 

S E Q U O I A  C L U B
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From EB100 came Echoes of Elizabeth Bishop, the publication of the winners of the writing competition (2013); 
“Images of My Village,” a website of art done by students in Colchester County; a permanent banner for the 
village, with artwork by Great Village student April Sharpe; and “I am in need of music,” the Elizabeth Bishop 
Legacy Recording, in partnership with the renowned Suzie LeBlanc who commissioned new works and directed 
this project from its inception. The latter won the ECMA for best classical album of the year in 2014. !

The EBSNS created a website in 2009–2010, designed by Becky Colwell. As EB100 
approached, the society set up a blog, designed by John Barnstead. Both sites 
continue to spread the word about Bishop’s connection to Nova Scotia to a global 
audience. During the centenary year, the blog received tens of thousands of 
visitors. 

   “Images of My Village”

Online Art Exhibition and Permanent Banner Project 

for the Youth in Colchester County

www.elizabethbishopns.org

All submissions to be in by November 30, 2012

Online exhibition April, 2013 

Sponsored by Elizabeth Bishop Society of Nova Scotia

What does your home community mean to you?

The EBSNS was formed in 1994 to celebrate the life 
and work of the poet Elizabeth Bishop. The society 
seeks through its various activities and projects to 
promote the appreciation and study of Elizabeth 
Bishop as a Nova Scotia writer. The EBSNS publishes 
an annual newsletter and holds its AGM in Great 
Village in June of each year. For more information 
about the EBSNS and about membership, see our 
website: www.elizabethbishopns.org.  
You can also find more information about Elizabeth 
B i s h o p o n t h e E B S N S b l o g : 
www.elizabethbishopcentenary.blogspot.com 

   EBSNS Presidents and Honorary Patrons

 Honorary Patrons: 
                                                   
Phyllis Sutherland 
Wallace Carmen Bowers                                             
Suzie LeBlanc          

Presidents:  !
Alan Bray 
Peter Sanger 
Angus Chisholm 
Brian Robinson 
Sandra Barry 
Lois Bray 
John Barnstead 
Laurie Gunn (current) 
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